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1.
     The last dialogue of "The Bench of  Desolation"  1 is a little too enigmatic 
even for a work by Henry James, work that is rather notorious for its ambiguity. 
The ambiguity usually derives from factors such as abstractness and difficulty. In 
this dialogue, however, the ambiguity seems to be due mostly to something other 
than these factors: the readers do not even have access to the main characters' 
final understanding because their mutual resolution is never specified.'
     Herbert Dodd, the hero of the story, finally arrives at reconciliation with 
his antagonist of ten years, Kate Cookham. Dodd wants to learn about the years 
unknown to him, years during which Kate, being separated from him, maintained 
a secret love and made money for Dodd's sake. However, Kate hesitates to relate 
more than a few details: 
        "Everything was possible, under my stress, with my hatred." [Kate
said.] 
  "Your hatred—?" [Herbert Dodd asked.] For she had paused as if it
were after all too difficult. 
  "Of what I should for so long have been doing to you."
1Henry James, "The Bench of Desolation," Henry James Complete Stories (N.Y., The Library 
of America, 1996) 847-895.
  2Seymour Chatman, The Later Style of Henry James (Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 1972) Chat-
man discusses James's difficulty in terms of the "abstract," "general," and "intangible." He refers 
to James's use of large numbers of intangible nouns, including nominalizations and grammatical 
elements. He also recognizes a kind of vague allusiveness, which is the product of extensive and 
radical ellipsis. The latter element is not fully dissociated from my use of "enigmatic" here.
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With this, for all his failures, a greater light than any yet shone upon
him. "It made you think of ways—?" 
  "It made me think of everything. It made me work," said Kate
      Cookham. (894) 
Yet she immediately holds her tongue and does not say anything more about it, 
so Dodd demands her story: "And I mayn't hear it?" To this she replies, "No 
because I mayn't hear yours." Then he reacts as follows: 
          "Oh
, mine—!" he said with the strangest, saddest, yet after all more
resigned sense of surrender of it; which he tried to make sound as if he 
couldn't have told it, for its splendor of sacrifice and of misery, even if 
he would.
  It seemed to move in her a little, exactly, that sense of the invidious. 
"Ah
, mine, too, I assure you—!"
He rallied at once to the interest. "Oh, we can talk then?" 
"Never
," she all oddly replied. "Never," said Kate Cookham. (894)
 Kate's rejection is in the end accepted by Dodd: he admits that it is "fundamental" 
for them not to share their story together (894).
    This dialogue seems to be carried out only for the benefit of the two main 
characters; in a certain sense, the readers are not considered. At the story's end, 
the characters give up on recounting experiences had during the years they were 
apart, and the narrator stops narrating. Both the main characters and the narrator 
seem not only to lack an interest in the reader but also to lack any conception 
of an other's existence. The story closes, as if there was no space for an "other" 
despite the very nature of story telling—to tell, or to share a story with others.3
3It is well known that the concept of "otherness" was introduced by Mikhail Bakhtin in 
relation to the theory of polyphony that he developed through the analysis of Dostevsky's works. 
In these works the dialogue between the narrator and an "other" was discovered. Many attempts 
to apply Bakhtin's theory to James's works have been made.
 Dorothy J. Hale, "James and the Invention of Theory" The Cambridge Companion to Henry 
James (N.Y., Cambridge UP, 1998) 79-101. She argues: "[f]ollowing James, Anglo-American 
novel theorists have generally assumed that novels are conceived in and through an artist's desire 
to comprehend the identity of an "other"; a good novel, these theorists would have it, satisfies the 
artists' desire so fully that both the appreciation for the other and its alterity become objectified 
in the novel's form." (82)
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     "The Bench of Desolation
," which is one of the last stories produced by 
James, first appeared serially in Putnam's Magazine from October 1909 to January 
1910, and was reprinted in The Finer Grain, 1910. The main figures of the story 
are only two, a male protagonist and his female antagonist, so that the story can 
be categorized as one of those which present a drama between a pair of people, 
such as `Broken Wings" (1900), "The Beast in the Jungle" (1903) and "The Jolly 
Corner" (1908), stories that James wrote mainly late in his career. It is, however, 
rare for James that the poverty of the protagonist be so tightly woven into a story 
as it is here.4
     Herbert Dodd, a bookshop owner who is in the middle class of society, is 
forced to compensate his former fiancée, Kate Cookham, when he abruptly breaks 
of their engagement. Dodd fears being sued for "breach of promise", and, because 
he can not stand the idea of having his private affairs publicly exposed, gives in to 
Kate's extortion of vast sums of money from him-money he does not have and so 
must borrow. Soon ruined, Dodd later comes to suspect that he would not have 
had to pay Kate anything at all if he had dared to ask a lawyer's advice or gone 
to trial.
    The reader may well sympathize with Dodd, but the fastidious man is 
basically a hypocrite like many other male characters in James's works, and his 
disasterous mistake is largely self-imposed. After having lost everything, including 
his wife and daughters, Dodd comes to "the bench of desolation," which is at the 
end of the coastal path, to do nothing but meditate on his lost opportunity— 
what would have become of him if he had asked a lawyer? He feels the sense of 
"too late
," for, after all, he has nothing left except but "the bench of desolation." 
Unexpectedly, Kate Cookham returns after an absence of some ten years. Indeed, 
she had no case, Kate directly tells him. Completely different from what she 
seemed to be before, she offers to pay him back his money fivefold and to secure his 
future because her love for him has not changed. Needless to say, Dodd hesitates 
both because he feels that he is to blame for the deaths of his wife and two
4It is true that some Jamesian characters suffer from poverty, but, in most cases, their agonies 
are not clearly told: the poverty of Pemberton in "The Pupil" (1892), for example, is not 
described in detail.
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daughters and because he believes that his terrible fate—his disasterous life—has 
been brought about by his former  fiancée and opponent, now become a donor, 
Kate Cookham. In the end Dodd decides to accept her offer, and he drops on the 
bench of desolation.
     Although quite a few of Henry James's works have been reevaluated in 
recent years, this tale is seldom taken up, for it may not lend itself to discussion 
in terms of a homosexual theme, one which has become popular among James's 
interpreters.5 There are some contradictory critical opinions about this story: 
some say that this story is too ambiguous to understand, and others emphasize 
the opposite because of the coherence of its events. It is true, at any rate, that 
this story is unknown to most ordinary readers despite the high evaluation it has 
received by some Jamesians.s
    The main reason for the high esteem in which it is held by some critics 
is probably that many Jamesian themes, such as the sense of "too late" and the 
generous love of a woman, reach their prime in this story.7 Two women loving the 
same man is also a theme which James sometimes treated. Edmund Wilson says, 
this story is "surely one of the most beautifully written and wonderfully developed 
short pieces in the whole range of James's work." He makes bold to say that it 
is "a sort of prose poem of loneliness and poverty among the nondescript small 
shopkeepers and retired governesses of an English seaside resort.i8 Nevertheless, 
it is interesting that few close analyses of this story have been made so far. On 
the other hand, some critics, especially recent ones, do not estimate this story as 
highly as other late stories mentioned above. The difficulty in understanding the 
characters' behavior and decision might puzzle readers: this story is, in a word,
  5Since Leon Edel disclosed James's private letters, homosexual readings of James have become 
dominant in the criticism. "The Pupil," "The Wings of the Dove" and "The Beast in the Jungle," 
for example, have been reassessed from this angle. Eve Kosovsky Sedgwick's The Epistemology 
of the Closet (Berkeley & Los Angeles, 1990) is one of the most famous and pioneering works of 
this kind.
6Shinichiro Nakamura, Henry James, The Novelist (Tokyo, shueisha, 1991) Nakamura ex-
plains that the story reaches an extreme of vagueness, and that it seems to be against the nature 
of love, but that it has been highly evaluated recently.
  7Shitsuu Iwase's commentary on this story for Guide to 20th Century English and American 
Literature. (Tokyo, Kenkyusha, 1967)
  8Edmund Wilson, The Triple Thinkers (N.Y., Oxford UP, 1948) 120. Wilson spares only one 
sentence for this tale, though he gives it his highest estimation.
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too "unreal." Therefore, the characters of this story may not only fail to attract 
sympathy but also seem ridiculous.9
     Each estimation is comprehendible to some extent, but, I think, from to-
day's point of view, "The Bench of Desolation" is too unreal to be received fairly. 
The difficulty in coming to accord with the characters cannot be neglected, al-
though the narrator rather enthusiastically tells the story as if he were trying 
to arouse the sympathy of the readers. Without understanding the characters' 
situations, the readers are suddenly abandoned in the end. This ending may be 
regarded merely as an open ending, one which is typical of Realism in  fiction.'° 
However, in this transformation of the narrative, there seems to be an indication 
that the narrator acquires something while he narrates the story. This is all the 
more so because of the characteristics of this tale, a tale is written in the late pe-
riod, a tale that is a melting pot of various Jamesian themes. What the narrator 
acquires, I believe, must be a very important acquisition for the author himself. In 
this paper I therefore aim to find the meaning, or more precisely, the implication 
of the last conversation.
     In the following sections, Henry James's narrative style is first discussed in 
order to characterise "The Bench of Desolation" in its terms. Then the narrative 
frame according to which Dodd's situation is recognized is considered, and the gap 
between the frame and his real situation is clarified. Finally, through the analysis 
of the effect of "talking" in this tale, an interpretation of the last conversation is 
attempted.
2.
Among the many characteristics of Henry James's later narrative style,11 its
  9Richard A. Hocks, Henry James—A Study of the Short Fiction— (Boston, Twayne Pub-
lishers, 1990) 90-91. Hocks remarks "this tale is not without considerable ambiguity, however, 
and even in a sense grazes the grotesque in James's poetic extravagance."
1oibid. 83. Hocks refers to this tale as "reworking of James's earlier social realism." 
11 By "later," I mean to include the whole of his experimental period (the latter half of the
1890's), but mainly the period after 1899, when James starts writing the first of his most ac-
complished works, The Ambassadors.
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ambiguity, resulting from the complexity of his style, should be mentioned in the 
first place: long sentences with many insertions give an impression that one word 
the narrator utters evokes the next utterance. In this respect, the first sentence 
of "The Bench of Desolation" clearly shows typical Jamesian style: 
          She had practically, he believed, conveyed the intimation, the horrid,
brutal, vulgar menace in the course of their last dreadful conversation, 
when, for whatever was left him of pluck of  confidence---confidence in 
what he would fain have called a little more aggressively the strength of 
his position—he had judged best not to take it up. But this time there 
was no question of not understanding, or of pretending he didn't; the 
ugly, the awful words, ruthlessly formed by her lips, were like the fingers 
of a hand that she might have thrust into her pocket for extraction of the 
monstrous object that would serve best for—what should he call it?—a 
gage of battle. (847)
In this extract, additional phrases about the hero's tacit decision and his mingled 
feelings against his antagonist are inserted. These insertions expand the sentence 
into a description of the inside of the character's mind. Such a style, one that can 
be described as expanding inward, seems to reflect James's irresistible tendency 
toward the interiors of the human mind: in "The Bench of Desolation," "the 
contact between the two most important actors [Dodd and Kate] is predominantly 
mental and unsuccessful," and this feature is regarded as that of "a pre-eminently 
twentieth-century theme." 12 Actually, James seems to be interested merely in the 
subtle fluctuation and latent complication of the human consciousness; thus he 
writes such stories of drama between two people as "The Bench of Desolation." 
For the hero of such stories, his female partner is the only interlocutor, the whole 
society, world and universe per se.
     In this manner, like other writers in his and the succeeding period, James 
was more interested in mind than in actions of human beings, probably thanks 
to William James, the famous psychologist, who invents the term "stream of 
consciousness"—a term that came to be widely applied in the characterization
12Mieke Bai, Narratology (Tronto, University of Toronto Press, 1985) 24.
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of modernists' novels. Unlike the works of modernists such as Faulkner or Joyce, 
however, the Jamesian narrator neither follows the characters' stream of conscious-
ness nor "shows" 13 a picture of their interior as it is. He tries rather to "relate" 
to the readers what he wants them to know as precisely—it might even be said 
as  "clearly"—as possible: he is aware of the existence of others. That is why, 
while the narrator of "The Bench of Desolation" is talking about the "bench of 
desolation," he hesitates to mention women other than Nan, the hero's dead wife:
... he [Dodd] having sat there [the bench of desolation], in the past, 
alone, having sat there interminably with Nan, having sat there with— 
well, with other women when women, at hours of ease, could still care 
or count for him, but having never shared the place with any shuffling 
or snuffling stranger. (863)
The narrator's hesitation shows his awareness of the readers or, to be exact, of 
"others ." Therefore it is both because the narrator intends to explain what he 
has in mind wholly and because he hesitates to disclose himself that he inserts 
extra information immediately after an utterance. At the same time, his sentences 
tend to be long and complicated in accord with the character's mind,14 it can be 
said that the difficulty in interpretation is due to his desire to convey his story to 
someone.
     There is one more feature worthy of remark: Jamesian narrators know the 
consequences of their story. They not only know all the events that will occur 
later in their narration, they reveal the fact that they know later incidents. The 
first person narrator in "The Figure in the Carpet," for example, gives a hint as 
to what will happen to his friend later, although he actually relates the accident 
much later in his narration: "He comes back to me from that last occasion—for I 
was never to speak to him again—as a man with some safe secret for enjoyment. I
"Here I use the term "show" to express the kind of narrative in which the narrator talks as if 
he has no cognizance of the readers, so that the narrative sometimes becomes very close to the 
narrator's mind itself. On the other hand, to "relate" suggests the type of narrative in which 
the narrator's cognizance of the readers is manifest.
14This character is called various things. In this paper, I use the term "register," indicating 
the one who is, most of the time, the hero of the tale. The Jamesian narrator can instead 
be regarded as having an individual persona and using his own voice, but he mainly takes the 
perspective and the way of thinking/feeling of the register. In "The Bench of Desolation," the 
register is Herbert Dodd, the hero.
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wondered as I walked away where he had got his  tip."  15 This is, of course, rather 
normal, taking into consideration that the past tense is used in most narratives: 
when one narrates a story, he is recollecting. Still, it is often the case that the 
Jamesian narrator seems not to fully understand his story—or, it seems, at least, 
that the register does not. Therefore both the register and the readers often 
come to face a"surprise ending." In "The Bench of Desolation," there is not a 
surprise ending but narrative collapse, one which is to be examined in the following 
section. However, it seems incorrect to regard both the narrator and the register as 
pretending not to know the consequence of the sequence of events. It seems rather 
that neither of them completely understands the whole story even though they 
know it—or have experienced it—and that the narrator needs to share his story 
with others in order to interpret its meaning: he acquires the meaning through 
the process of narration. Some parts of his memory might be vague and others 
lost, he still tries to convey what he remembers—his story—as precise as possible, 
or, as intelligibly, as persuasively as possible while interpreting the sequence of 
the whole of the events in his story.
     In this way James's narrative techniques are often condensed into those of 
"point of view." The Jamesian narrator has his own voice, and yet predominantly 
takes the point of view of the register (although he sometimes inserts his own 
editorial comments). All these characteristics are perhaps readily understood if it 
is considered that the Jamesian narrator recounts a story as if he had once expe-
rienced its register's experiences and were now trying to recall a vague memory, 
aiming to reproduce, at the same time, the sensation which the register felt.l6
3.
The analysis of memory and story attempted by the linguist and computer
15Henry James, "The Figure in the Carpet(1896)" Henry James Complete Stories (N.Y., The 
Library of America, 1996) 586.
16Sister Kristin Morrison, "James's and Lubbock's Different Points of View," Nineteenth-
Century Fiction (16, 1961, 3) 245-256. Morrison points to the dual meanings of point of view: 
the one "who knows" and the one "who speaks", which correspond to Gerard Genette's mood 
and voice. Jamesian "point of view" refers to the first sort, that is, a way of thinking and feeling.
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scientist Roger Schank and the psychologist Robert Abelson may offer an inter-
esting suggestion regarding a narrator's construction of  narrative.17 In the course 
of their analysis, they point out that the knowledge put in by way of stories of 
others builds a foundation for understanding a new story. That is to say, one 
categorizes and creates indexes for stories told by others, and when one is told a 
new story, one categorizes it into one of the particular types of stories stored in 
memory. When telling a story, the narrator uses a "story skeleton," a categorizing 
narrative frame formed by the stored and indexed stories. Normally, one chooses 
the most suitable story skeleton for the purpose of narration. Schank and Abelson 
give an example of a divorce story: the story which is told by the divorced wife 
is different from that of the divorced husband, her counterpart, because each of 
them wants to justify him- or herself. Schank and Abelson take up actual cases of 
memory recollection, so, the one who sees and the one who speaks are identical in 
their examples. In literary narratives, on the other hand, the conditions become 
complicated. It is difficult to identify who is recollecting whose memory: there are 
not only the narrator and the reader, but the author, the narratee and others still. 
Here, Schank and Abelson's theory will be applied to the narrator's story, which is 
in actuality the interpretation of the register: "The Bench of Desolation" is based 
on its register's point of view. He uses a story skeleton, which is convenient for 
him in interpreting his experience.
     In one sense, "The Bench of Desolation" may be less vague than other of 
the later stories of Henry James. Especially in the first three chapters, the hero's 
meditation is not so dominant, and when it appears, his thought is rather clear. 
The enumeration of adjectives seems to result from the narrator's eagerness to 
argue how terrible the hero's story is: Dodd's disaster is expressed disasterously 
enough; Kate's cruelty cruelly enough. The comparative clearness of this story
 17Roger C. Schank and Robert P. Abelson, "Knowledge and Memory: The Real Story," Knowl-
edge and Memory: The Real Story (Hillsdale, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Publishers, 1995) 
8. Their interests are in the relation between memory and knowledge: "Intelligence is the apt 
use of experience, and the creation and telling of stories. Memory is memory for stories, and the 
major processes of memory are the creation, storage, and retrieval of stories. To build models 
of intelligence, or simply to understand the nature of intelligence, we must understand the role 
that stories play in memory. We must know how events become stories, and how these stories 
are stored and later retrieved. We must know the indexes we construct that label stories, and 
we must determine how and why such indexes are created."
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owes to its simple  storyline18: the narrator clearly relates the sequence of events, 
therefore the readers know what is happening. The register's interpretation of the 
sequence of events that happen in the first half of his narrated life is moulded into 
one traditional narrative type of folktale.
    Vladimir Propp "develops a morphology of the folktale that will enable 
readers to isolate the essential components of a tale and see how they relate to 
each other." 19 The Victim Hero, who suffers from the actions of a villain, is one 
of Propp's two basic kinds of heroes. Propp says that characters in the Russian 
folktales he studied are categorized into seven types according to their functions in 
relation to the hero. "Villain causes harm to a member of the hero's family," which 
is called "villainy." "Struggle" is also a villain's function: "hero and villain join 
in direct combat." Then "pursuit," in other words, "chase" is a vilIain's function 
as well. "First donor function" means that "a hero receives magical agent or 
helper." 20
     Dodd, the register of "The Bench of Desolation" interprets his own story 
as a tale of one victimized hero because he thinks that he suffers from actions of a 
villain. His interpretation, recast in Propp's terms, may be summarized as follows.
     The story begins when Herbert Dodd recognizes Kate Cookham's anger 
against him and he is charged to pay her unless he gets married to her (struggle 
function). He has fallen into her trap to make him get engaged to her: her talk has 
been apparently intelligent, but in actuality, she is "vulgar." Then he comes to 
know how she really is, including knowledge of her (apparent) affair with another 
man, Bill Frankle (a kind of villainy: she does not harm his family but himself). 
That is why he decides not to marry her. Kate does not give in to his betrayal 
and robs him of much money (pursuit, chase function). Dodd is compelled to 
be in poverty by her oppressive exhorbitant financial claim. He can live, though,
18Nige1 Fabb, Linguistics and Literature (Oxford, Blackwell Publishers, 1997) 169. Fabb 
defines the storyline as follows: "The storyline expresses the sequence of events which are the 
core of the story."
19Arthur Asa Berger, Narratives in Popular Culture, Media, and Everyday Life (Thousand 
Oaks, Sage Publications, 1997) 23-24.
20Vladimir Propp, translated into English by Laurence Scott, Morphology of the Folktale 
(Texas, University of Texas Press, 1968).
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because he has met beautiful, decent Nan Dorury, who is to help him in bearing 
the terrible situation (first donor function).
     Kate is of course a villain, so even the sweet period of Dodd and Kate's 
intimacy is spitefully thrown into the trash as well:
 ... coming in one day to look over his collection of students' manuals, 
and drawing it out, as so many did, for the evident sake of his conver-
sation, she had appealed to him that very first time by her apparently 
pronounced intellectual side—goodness knew she didn't even then by 
the physical!----which she had artfully kept in view till she had entangled 
him past undoing. And it had all been but the cheapest of traps—when 
he came to take the pieces apart a bit—laid over a brazen avidity. What 
he now collapsed for, none the less—what he sank down on a chair at 
a table and nursed his weak, scared, sobs in his resting arms for---was 
the fact that, whatever the trap, it held him as with the grip of sharp 
murderous steel. (852)
     On the contrary, Nan is beautifully described at first, because she appears 
as a donor to Dodd: he feels that he may be able to overcome the terrible situation 
with her. According to Dodd's own interpretation, he would have been sanctified 
by the donor, Nan, and would have lived together happily ever after.
     Unfortunately, Nan cannot help him, and she and their daughters die in 
poverty. That is to say, Dodd loses everything: now he leads a miserable life. 
Some ten years after the direct combat with Kate, Dodd's victim-hero-story utterly 
breaks down, for Kate Cookham, whom Dodd has regarded as a villain for many 
years, turns into a fine lady. She returns his money to him; her behavior suggests 
that she might be a real donor to him. The story skeleton of a victim hero, which 
the register Dodd tried to apply, turns out to be wrong.
     When the structure of the story is considered, this collapse, in other words, 
the revelation, is an important factor in this story. Each of the first three chapters 
is much shorter than the latter ones. This trait is so remarkable that the structure 
of this story seems more or less out of balance, as if the register lost the steady
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belief about his own situation. The revelation happens in the fourth chapter, still 
halfway to the end of the story, so the character of the revelation is not the same 
as that of The Ambassadors in that the revelation of the true relationship between 
Madame de Vionnet and Chad Newsome comes as a "surprise ending."
     Here, there are discrepancies in the narrative from the beginning: the reg-
ister's intention to interpret his own story in accord with a victim hero frame 
collides with the actual situation. The readers can sniff out the scent of Dodd's 
selfish misinterpretation as early as the opening of the story. In the first three 
chapters, Kate is described very negatively and rather slanderously with an en-
thusiastic, harsh tone because she is a villain. Many negative words are used; 
her "menace" is "horrid," "brutal," and "vulgar,"; her words are "ugly," "awful," 
and "ruthlessly formed" because of the "grossness of her native indelicacy" (847). 
Her appearance is the main target of his verbal assault. However, when Dodd 
approaches her face, he describes it with rather neutral words as a "large, clean, 
plain, brown face" (849). In spite of the register's attempt to convince the listener 
(reader) how awful she is, his appeal cannot help sounding weak because her plain 
face has no mark of cruelty. Consequently, the narration sounds like a false charge. 
The slander reaches its extreme with the exclamation "She was grim, no mistake" 
(851): one need not say "no mistake" if one explains convincingly enough.
    The description of Dodd's shop-blind, which is associated with the chill of 
his opponent's face, is not closely connected to the main events. However, the 
deepest reason for his hatred of her face, never explicitly presented in the story, 
can be recognized in it.
    He was proud of the maintenance of his shop and "was fond of his shop-
window with some good show on" (849-50).
But the dropped expanse of time-soiled canvas [the blind of his shop], 
the thing of Sundays and holidays, with just his name, "Herbert Dodd, 
Successor," painted on below his uncle's antique style, the feeble penlike 
flourishes already quite archaic—this ugly vacant mask, which might so 
easily be taken for the mask of failure, somehow always gave him a chill. 
  That had been just the sort of chill—the analogy was complete—of
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       Kate Cookham's last look. (850) 
The closed blind of his shop, before which he cannot pass without feeling a chill, 
reflects his failure, the very substance of it: but for the ornamentation with which 
Dodd skillfully furnishes himself in the presence of others, he would be nothing. 
For him, appearance is very important because he counts on only those who com-
municate with him superficially, for instance, the customers of his shop. To them, 
he can disguise himself as intelligent with his "fair, refined, intellectual, gentle-
manlike" (849)countenance.
     He does not want his real self under the thin mask to be seen by anybody, 
even by himself, so that his latent sense of inferiority is described in such a minor 
key. Kate Cookham, however, does not let sleeping dogs lie: she is a terrible 
reminder of his real self. The chill, which he sees both in Kate's face and his 
shop blind, means the real. When he is informed after the dramatic reunion with 
Kate that Nan's advice—her recommendation to ask a lawyer—was sound, "[t]he 
clearance was like a sudden gap or great bleak opening through which there blew 
upon them a deadly chill" (883). Kate's "presence altered so many things" (875) 
that he can not accomplish his plan for the meeting with Kate at the hotel: "it 
was verily she [Kate]  ... who ...left for him [Dodd] no forward steps to take" 
(882). Therefore he chooses Nan who has little intelligence but maintains a decent 
appearance. That, just like the ornament of the window of his shop, conceals the 
substance—or substancelessness.21
    Like other Jamesian heroes, Dodd has a reverted belief: he feels that his 
life is miserable and curses his fate, and so he never dreams of giving someone 
help but instead hopes to be given it. After the death of Nan and his children, his 
perversity cannot be hidden even from himself any more, for he has enough time 
for retrospection at the bench of desolation now. He wonders why he has never 
reflected upon the actualities of the lives of his accompanists: 
...it was "rum," for final solitary brooding, that he hadn't appeared to
 21James Griffiths says in his celebrated essay "James's Stories and his Characters': A Reading 
of ` The Beast in The Jungle' and `The Bench of Desolation,"' The Cambridge Quarterly (1993, 
22:1, 43-59.) : "... it is even possible to perceive mysterious identity in Nan's, then Kate's, 
'dotty veil", and Herbert's name, Dodd. Everybody is a little someone else." (48) I think Kate 
represents the substantial part of Dodd and Nan the superficial aspect.
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see his way definitely to undertake the support of a family till the last 
scrap of his little low-browed, high-toned business, and the last figment 
of "property" in the old tiled and timbered shell that housed it, had 
been sacrificed to creditors mustering six rows deep. (860)
     Nan herself has grasped the actualities: she has not regarded herself as a 
donor any more than Kate has regarded herself as a villain. After getting married 
to him, she is compelled to live in poverty and mentions his blind belief about the 
villain.
"It isn't as if she hadn't made up to you the way she did before you had 
so much as looked at her, is it? or as if you hadn't shown her what you 
felt her really to be before you had so much as looked at me, is it either?" 
and "Yes, how on earth, pawning the shoes on your feet, you're going 
to raise another shilling—that's what you want to know, poor darling, 
don't you?" (857)
     Kate tries to enlighten Dodd after ten years' absence by letting him realize 
 that she also ha,s had her own indescribable experience: she is in a position equal 
to Dodd's.
... she had now created between them an equality of experience. He 
wasn't to have done all the suffering, she was to have "been through" 
things he couldn't even guess at; and, since he was bargaining away his 
right ever again to allude to the unforgettable, so much there was of 
it, what her tacit proposition came to was that they were "square" and 
might start afresh. (890)
Dodd does not really admit that she also has had tragic experience–he still clings 
to the idea of his being a victim hero, for he cannot but interpret his own situation 
conveniently for himself. So the narrator who takes Dodd's point of view sticks to 
the interpretation of events according to a convincing, melodramatic story frame 
of a victim hero in order to attract the reader's sympathy.
    Herbert Dodd in the end accepts the idea that he is not a hero (here I mean 
the "hero" of folktales, one who is usually justly rewarded in the end) when he 
acquiesces to her decision not to share their story. There is no choice for him other
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than to give up the story skeleton of a "victim hero." He has regarded himself 
as a so-called victim hero because he is sacrificed, for in folktales, which many 
people read in their childhood many times and are naturally put into their deep 
memory, many heroes suffer from villains. However, the opposite is not always 
true: everybody suffers "to do or to be or to get anything" (877). According to the 
theory of Schank and Abelson, folktales make a firm foundation for understanding, 
because folktales are repeatedly told. Seen from the opposite direction, people's 
desires have led to the creation of such folktales—it is a natural tendency of 
anybody to regard himself as a victim hero just like Dodd, the hero of "The 
Bench of Desolation."
4.
     Even though Herbert Dodd has applied a wrong story skeleton to justify 
himself, it is difficult to assent unhesitatingly to his final surrender: he accepts the 
former enemy, who is the principle reason for the death of his wife and daughters 
this is probably one of the characters' unrealistic deeds. His decision, or acqui-
escence, implies two important elements of the breakup of a story: one is the 
transformation of a villain into a donor, and the other is an acceptance of the 
existence of another's story skeleton (there can be thousands of story skeletons 
outside of his). These two elements inevitably lead us to the problem about the 
breakup of the story: the characters' decision not to share their story and the 
narrator's relinquishment of the narration. In this section, a  factor—"talking"— 
is to be examined in order to find out one possible interpretation of the final 
conversation and the relinquishment of the story.
     From the beginning of the story, not only Dodd but everybody is talkative: 
they are eager to express their own opinion in order to justify themselves—the 
register Dodd enthusiastically argues how Kate is cruel by speaking ill of her 
appearance and how miserable he is; the hero Dodd22 is as well far from silent and
 22Here I do not mean Dodd as the register but the character in the story, so his "harsh words 
to Kate" are those actually uttered to her.
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throws harsh words to Kate; Kate, too, logically blames him repeating his name; 
even Nan cannot help complaining of his lack of bravery.
he couldn't not have said... "Do you mean to say you yourself would 
now be willing to marry and live with a man of whom you could feel, 
the thing done, that he'd be all the while thinking of you in the light of 
a hideous coercion?" (848) [Underline mine]
They all couldn't not have said. That is why Dodd cannot help making complaints 
of Nan despite the fact that he makes himself believe that she is a donor. He has 
never seen a woman with such beauty as Nan's, so that he lavishes compliments 
on her beautiful and decent appearance which is not innate. Nevertheless, the 
narrative is not the least free from its ironical tone: he cannot overlook Nan's 
irritating way of talking.
She had, it was true, forms of speech, familiar watchwords, that affected 
him as small scratchy perforations of the smooth surface from within; 
but his pleasure in her and need of her were independent of such things 
and really  almost altogether determined by the fact of the happy, even 
if all so lonely, forms and instincts in her which claimed kinship with his 
own. (855-56)
     He cannot but refer to Nan's lack of intelligence: "Nan could have intelli-
gently entered only if she had been somehow less ladylike" (857). Though at this 
point his assailment is not so harsh, his dream of being helped by Nan melting 
away, the satire of the narrative against her "flat infelicity" becomes harsh. Her 
infelicities "represented, or they had long done so, her contribution to the more 
superficial of the two branches of intimacy—the intellectual alternative, the one 
that didn't merely consist of her preparing herself for his putting his arm round 
her waist" (858-59). Here appears an ironic scorn: Dodd estimates Nan less decent 
than Kate because Kate becomes intimate with Dodd by disguising herself as an 
intellectual, but she has never shown a sexual attraction to him. Finally he denies 
Nan's decent appearance: she soon comes "to affect him [Herbert Dodd] as scarce 
other than red-nosed and dowdy [like her several relatives attending their wedding 
ceremony)" (861).
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     Kate tries to tell that what she has done is fair, at least from her point 
of view: she says that he "ha[s] to suffer" (877) and that she also suffers. She 
claims that "[i]t was for [him], it was for [him]" (878) that she demanded money 
of him. Even though she did it for his sake, the fact that his wife and daughters
died in poverty cannot be wiped away. The truth about her relationship with Bill 
Frankle, too, is never known: she plainly justifies herself.
Although they are all talkative, no one feels at ease after giving utterance: 
     "Thank you." He had found at his command a tone that made
him feel more gentlemanlike than he had ever felt in his life or should 
doubtless ever feel again. It might have been enough---but somehow as 
they stood there with this immense clearance between them it wasn't. 
(882-83)
Dodd's and Kate's intentions are scarce conveyed in spite of a large number of 
words which come out of each of their mouths at the Royal hotel. Instead, there 
appears a fathomless misunderstanding between the two. They spoil not only their 
interlocutor but also themselves in the consequence. This is a principle of the social 
relation, which accompanies not only both desires to know others' reasons and to 
tell one's own, but also both failures in understanding others' reasons and making 
others understand their own. Dodd has never had any social relationship, for his 
communication with the customers is far from it. Dodd finally understands the 
meaning of living with others, that is, living in a society. As a result of his (or 
their) building up the social relation, Kate rejects Dodd's request for her story: 
she has realized that words are vain. She has once said to him "[i]t's just as much 
my dream as it ever was, Herbert Dodd, to take up mine [Kate's life] with you! 
Remember for me that I can do with it, my dear, that my idea is for ever as much 
as that of you!" (849), to which he has paid little attention. No word can alter 
others' mind.
     Put another way, one cannot interpret his story without regarding himself 
as a victim hero, and justifying himself: this tendency often leads him to self-
misunderstanding, therefore to a selfish state, one in which he is prone to neglect 
others. Kate and Nan, too, fall into a selfish state: each regards herself as suffering
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because of Dodd: each of them applies the most suitable story skeleton, which 
is different from each other, to interpret the same  events  just like Schank and 
Abelson's divorce story. Therefore one has to accept the truth that everybody 
uses his or her own story skeleton. In consequence, social relation exists without 
mutual understanding—it exists precisely in acquiescence. For the final scene 
shows a mere acquiescence, which is not fringed with hopeful light or delightful 
warmth.
     Thus the situation which the readers have to accept in the end is the same as 
the characters' and the narrator's: Dodd does not know the other's life, and Kate 
does not know the other's either; neither do the readers. The narrator indicates 
to those who are sharing the story with him—the readers---that he gives up the 
story-sharing. When the narrator at first tries to narrate the story enthusiastically 
to transmit the very situation in which the register is placed, he is superficially 
aware of others, but as he narrates the story he recognizes both the fact that the 
register's interpretation is too self-centered—therefore others are neglected—, and 
the fact that it is impossible to place others in the same state with the register's. 
Then, to convey the state at which he finally arrives, he chooses to relinquish the 
narration. That is to say, the narrator's relinquishment of the narration is the 
only—and very carefully chosen—vehicle to carry the message of the narrator: 
in the last dialogue—here the conception of others is superficially lacking—the 
narrator's true sense of otherness is revealed.
5.
     In "The Bench of Desolation," Henry James suggests two fundamental 
truths. Firstly, even though words are uttered for the purpose of making someone 
understand what the speaker really wants another to know, words can never fulfill 
the purpose. Secondly, human beings have an ardent desire to regard themselves 
as victimized. I think these are the very answers the author finally attains af-
ter many years of experiment, years during which, as his narratives show, James
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determinedly tried to convey his narrator's and characters' words to the readers. 
This effort notwithstanding, the narrative entirely excludes the readers at the end 
of "The Bench of Desolation." The relinquishment of the narration is the only 
way to transmit the author's intention as well as the narrator's.
     Even in the final conversation between Kate and Dodd, we can feel a keen 
sense of otherness: because the conversation is closed off from the readers, there 
must be an "outside" to it. Now we have a convincing reason for this story's not 
being taken up so often despite the high evaluation---one has to face the idleness 
of words when one tries to make a comment on this story.
     At the same time, here in "The Bench of Desolation," the Jamesian hero has 
at last arrived at the reality in which he is no more a victim hero. The Jamesian 
woman knows that the Jamesian hero, her ward, is floating in an unreal medium. 
He is too excessively self-conscious to perceive an other's agony: he believes that 
he alone is opposed by fate. May Bartram, the female antagonist of the hero of 
"The Beast in the Jungle" keeps waiting and watching until the very end of her 
life; the hero thinks neither of protecting nor of watching over someone but only 
of being watched over and protected, because he never dreams others suffer as he 
does. Alice Staverton in "The Jolly Corner," finally accepts the reality and his 
female partner comes to  "act"--she no more waits or merely watches him; she 
becomes active in the last chapter.23 Kate, from the beginning of "The Bench 
of Desolation," actively teaches Dodd the fundamental truth, "everybody suffers, 
including herself," and Dodd, the typical Jamesian hero accepts others in the 
end—he acquires a conception of otherness. (However, Kate finds herself in the 
same situation as her ward, for she also justifies herself to make Dodd see.) Like 
Kate, Jamesian women always know what their male partners, the heroes, "never 
do" (877) themselves.
     This, of course, may be too extravagant: Kate may decide not to tell only 
because she has nothing to say, or because she is just tantalizing Dodd. It is true, 
at any rate, her deeds—her reappearance and the setting of the tea ceremony—are 
a little too dramatic and her words are too extravagant, so that her character is
 23Russell J. Reising, "Doing Good by Stealth": Alice Staverton and Women's Politics in "The 
Jolly Corner" The Henry James Review 13 (1992) 50-66.
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rather ridiculous. Her surname, Cookham, is a kind of jest, too. Thus, she may 
be a wild woman, and this story may be a kind of black joke as Adeline R. Tintner 
points out.24
     However, this consideration only gives us another perspective on James' 
fiction, that is to say, part of an answer to the question of how James himself 
comprehends his heroes and their female partners. However compassionately those 
heroes are presented, they cannot attract whole, authentic sympathy from the 
readers, for the narrative includes points of view other than those of the  heroes'— 
the registers'. On the other hand, Jamesian women cannot be fully blamed even 
though they sometimes make bold to devise a stratagem to gain the means to 
live—sometimes they are against social mores, for they are always forced to face 
the actualities of life. This prejudice-free world of James' fiction is perhaps possible 
because he does not socially belong to either sex.25
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要 約
ヘ ン リー ・ジェイ ムズ 「荒涼 のベ ンチ」 にお け る受容
― その主題 と語 り―
奥村 智子
 ヘン リー ・ジェイムズが最晩年に書いた 「荒涼のベンチ」は幾分奇妙な短編小説であ
る。登場人物たちの言動が今 日的視点からはきわめて不 自然であるのに加え、物語最後
においてはそれまで饒 舌だった彼 らは突如語るのをやめ、語 り手 もまたそれまでの不可
解事を一切説明することなくその 口を噤んでしま うのである。
 中古書小売店を営む主人公ハーバー ト・ドッ ドと彼を愛す る女教師ケイ ト・クッカム
の愛憎 を綴ったこの物語の語 り手は、冒頭より主に ドッ ドの視点を執ってその心の うち
を熱狂的なまでに詳 らかにしてゆく。彼が婚約を破棄 した相手ケイ トがいかに下司な
女であるかとい うこと、初めて彼女が彼の店を訪れた時のこれ見 よが しに教養をひけら
か した手管は巧妙で、しかし彼女の本性 を結婚に至る前に見破った自分は幸いであるこ
と、このような仕打ちに遭って償われるべきはむ しろ自分であるのに逆にケイ トに巨額
の慰謝料 を科せ られた 自分はいかに不幸であるか、そこへ寄与者のごとく現れたナン ・
ドルー リーがいかに美 しいか、自分はこれか ら彼女 と共に助け合って生きてゆくのだ、
といった彼 の思いが切 々と語 られるのである。すなわちここまでの彼の 自己認識はプ
ロップが分類 した 「苦 しめられる主人公」の枠に合致 しているのであるが、生活の困窮
がきわま り、かっての美i貌を見る影もなく失った妻が寄与者 とはな らないままに二人の
娘に続いてこの世を去るに至って、彼の解釈が揺 らぎを見せ始める。そ して、上品な中
年婦人に変貌 したケイ トが10年 ぶ りに現れ、彼の金を5倍 に して返すと申し出た時、
彼の物語の枠組は完全に崩壊 して しまう。
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 ここか らの彼の苦悩は並々ならぬものであるが、ケイ トとの再会後の話 し合いによっ
て、 ドッドの 自分 自身の状況解釈が、「自分は苦 しめ られているか ら、正 当で最後には
救済 されるべき(昔 話に登場するような)ヒ ーローなのだ」とい う自己認識によってな
された ものであったことがわかる。 しか し、「誤解に基づ く解釈」は ドッ ドだけのもの
ではない。 シャンクとアベル ソンがその記憶 ・知識 と物語に関する研究の中で述べてい
るように、誰 しも自分の経験を自分の都合の良い物語の枠 に当てはめて解釈 しようとす
るものなのである。恐 らくはナンもケイ トも、同じ一連の出来事をそれぞれに都合の良
いように解釈 しているに違いない。 とい うのも、彼 らは皆饒舌で、他人の批判を繰 り返
しているか らである。そ してい くら言葉を募ろ うとも、誰一人 として他人の心を動かす
ことはできないのである。
 結局物語最後 に ドッドはケイ トの申し出を受けることになる。ここで、妻子の死の
根本原因である`敵'を 受け入れること、しかも`寄 与者'と して受 け入れるとい うこ
とは、非常に重要な意味を持っているといえる。なぜ ならそれは、 ドッ ドが、自分 の物
語の枠を完全に放棄す るということでもあり、語り手(あ るいはジェイムズ)に よる、
伝統的な物語の破壊一 そ こには絶対的な敵 と寄与者が存在す る一 であ るともいえるか
らである。加 えて、敵による物語の解釈を受け入れ るとい うことを意味 しているとも考
えられ る。すなわち、他者の存在を全 く締め出して しまったかに見える物語最後の ドッ
ドとケイ トの会話、そ こでは互いの物語を話 さない とい う合意がなされ るのであるが、
それは他者の存在 を意識 しているか らこそなされた ものなのである。
 どんなに言葉を連ねても相手に自分の意思を伝えることは不可能であるとい うこ と、
なぜな ら人は皆、自分勝手な物語の枠組にそって物語を解釈 しているに過 ぎないか らで
あるとい うこと、ゆえに到達 した 儲 らない」とい う物語最後の結論は、作者ジェイム
ズの真意を伝 える唯一無二の方法であるといえるのではないだろうか。
